
 

Internships in Eaton 
at the Centre for Intelligent Power, Dublin 

 
The Centre for Intelligent Power (CIP) is seeking interns to work within its 
multidisciplinary teams. We are looking for people excited and inspired by 
the thought of contributing to a more sustainable global future, as well as 
bringing digitalization solutions and mindset to Eaton’s vast portfolio of 
products and services across multiple industries that our company operates. 

Available roles 

Roles are available for several teams in CIP, including: 

• Data science and artificial intelligence 

• Data engineering and cloud platforms 

• Embedded and edge software development 

• User experience 

• Software quality assurance 

• Project and operations management 

Duration 

Duration of the internship depends on the team and the candidate 

availability, however they are generally 6 to 9 months long. Starting dates 

are flexible, between January and August 2025. 

Location 

The internships will take place in Dublin, Ireland. Candidates need to have 

the right to work in Ireland (EU citizens automatically satisfy this 

requirement). 

How to apply 

To apply, email your CV with a cover letter to danielzucchetto@eaton.com 

Selections will start in September. 

If you would like more information about a specific role, feel free to send an 

email to the above email address. 

We make what matters work. 
Everywhere you look—from the 
technology and machinery that 
surrounds us, to the critical 
services and infrastructure that 
we depend on every day—you’ll 
find one thing in common. It all 
relies on power. That’s why Eaton 
is dedicated to improving 
people’s lives and the 
environment with power 
management technologies that 
are more reliable, efficient, safe, 
and sustainable. Because this is 
what matters. We are confident 
we can deliver on this promise 
because of the attributes that our 
employees embody. We’re 
ethical, passionate, accountable, 
efficient, transparent and we’re 
committed to learning. These 
values enable us to tackle some 
of the toughest challenges on the 
planet, never losing sight of what 
matters. 

Eaton is a global power 
management company and has 
been tackling some of the world’s 
most urgent energy challenges 
from right here in the heart of 
Dublin. 

As a multi-billion-dollar business 
with almost 100,000 employees 
and customers in more than 175 
countries, Eaton doesn’t set its 
sights low - it wants nothing less 
than to improve the quality of life 
and the environment for 
everyone. 

To accomplish this lofty goal, 
Eaton’s global headquarters in 
Dublin hosts the CIP – Centre for 
Intelligent Power. 

This fast-growing team is 
dedicated to solving the toughest 
energy challenges on the planet, 
developing efficient solutions for 
the digital world to harness 
electrical, hydraulic, and 
mechanical power more safely 
and sustainably. 
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